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Nonlinear ionization waves

Tzihong Chiueh* and David M. T. Kuo
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~Received 11 September 1997!

Spontaneously generated ionization wave patterns, which exhibit hyteresis, have been observed to exist in
some narrow range of experimental conditions@J. B. Du, C. H. Chiang, and Lin I, Phys. Rev. E54, 1829
~1996!#. The present work reports a theoretical model for explaining these observations. Including the plasma
ionization, losses, and collisions, the phenomenon can be interpreted as a reaction-diffusion problem. It has
been found that there exists an internally generated order parameter, which plays an important role in govern-
ing the observed hysteresis.@S1063-651X~98!02004-2#

PACS number~s!: 52.35.Lv, 47.54.1r, 52.90.1z
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Plasma systems are known to contain many types of
lective modes. Most familiar collective modes are excited
systems with little dissipation; the examples range from
high-frequency electron waves to the low-frequency hyd
magnetic waves. Prompted by the advent of recent mate
and astrophysics research, the foci of many investigation
plasma physics, in the most recent decade, have been sh
to the studies of systems that are highly dissipative. Parti
ionized plasmas are commonly found in many operation
gimes of material processing@1#. Studies on the formation o
the early solar system reveal that the dynamics of parti
ionized dusty plasmas holds the key to the birth of meteor
and planets@2#.

The presence of large dissipation and ample free-ene
sources opens up a regime for these partially ionized plas
in their excitations of collective motion@3#. Of particular
interest is that, when excited, the dissipative structures a
ciated with the collective behaviors appear rather robust
stable. Impressive examples include, among others,
dusty-plasma crystals@4,5,6# and solitary ionization waves
@7,8#. These systems exhibit self-organized, ordered spa
patterns that emerge only after complicated mode comp
tion and selection. Emergence of order has already b
demonstrated in laboratories for the fluid, optical, and che
cal systems@9–15#. Only recently, however, has such a ph
nomenon been systematically studied in a system that i
complicated and as uncontrollable as a plasma.

A recent work reports an experimental study of contr
lable, large-amplitude ionization waves in rf discharged pl
mas @7#. Existence of ionization patterns in a partially io
ized plasma is not new; one may often observe them i
damaged fluorescent lamp near the electrodes. However
experiment enables manipulation of the spatial patterns
changing the experimental parameters and observation o
detailed evolution of the patterns. Among the interest
phenomena observed in the experiments, it is found that
patterns exhibit hysteresis in a controllable manner. The
perimental system consists of two cylindrical electrodes,
the ionization patterns appear within a narrow annular d
on the inner electrode surface. The experiment operates
pressure of about 500 mtorr, corresponding to 1016 neutral
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argon particles per cubic centimeter. With electrons at
3-eV temperature, the ionization fraction is found to be ab
one part in 106. Both neutral atoms and ions are not in the
mal equilibrium with the electrons and they are at room te
perature. The thermal speed of argon particles is there
about 53104 cm/sec, giving the collisional timen21 among
argon particles of about 231027 sec, a rather short time
scale compared to the ion transit time and indicative o
highly collisional plasma. On the other hand, the plasma
vigorously driven by an external rf source for ionization a
energization. Thus, the system is indeed subject to high
sipation and is sustained by a large energy drive, charac
istic of the driven-dissipative systems.

In the present work, we report a theoretical model
tempting to address the nature of these ionization pattern
this driven-dissipative system. To begin the model constr
tion, we first give an estimate of the system parameters. S
jected to severe ion-neutral collisions, the cool ions sati
the momentum equation along the annulus (z):

miF]vz

]t
1

]

]z S vz
2

2 D G52e
]f

]z
2minvz , ~1!

wheref is the electric potential. One may balance the el
tric force with the ion frictional force to estimate the dynam
cal ion velocity. Typical potential drop is estimated to b
about 10 V in the system, and the length scale to be ab
1–2 cm for the wave patterns alongz, yielding an electric
field approximately 5–10 V/cm. It follows that the typica
ion speed is about 105 cm/sec, corresponding to an ion k
netic energy of 0.1 eV, which is much smaller than the ty
cal electric potential-energy scale of 10 eV. Thus, in t
presence of the high ion-neutral collision rate, the ion iner
force @the left-hand side of Eq.~1!# is small compared to the
electric force, and Eq.~1! can hence be rewritten as

nv52
e

mi

]f

]z
. ~2!

On the other hand, the electrons are hot (Te;3 eV) and
light; the ratio of the frictional force to the electric force
smaller than that for the ions by a factorAmeTe /miTi!1,
and the electron frictional force can thus be ignored. In
dition, since the electron dynamical velocity must be com
4633 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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4634 57TZIHONG CHIUEH AND DAVID M. T. KUO
rable to that of ions 105 cm/sec~otherwise the electric cur
rent would be unreasonably large!, it follows that the
electron inertia force is also negligible. As a result, the el
tron pressure force2Te]ne /]z must always balance th
electric forcee]f/]z, and it yields

ne5n0eef/Te, ~3!

wheren0 is an integration constant.
In fact, the ions within the annular dent are subject

severe loss of particles to the confining walls. We may e
mate the rate of ion losses. The transverse ion velocity
which the ions impinge into the confining walls, is estimat
to be about 53105 cm/sec, considerably larger than the io
velocity alongz, and corresponding to an ion flow with th
Mach number ([Amiv'

2 /Te) equal to unity.~This require-
ment for the ion Mach number is essential for sustainin
plasma sheath near the confining walls@16#.! Moreover, the
transverse length scale~half width of the annular dent! is 1.5
mm, and the estimated ion-loss rateb(;v' /L') therefore
amounts to about 33106 sec21. This ion sink can thus be
modeled as2bni . Another possible ion loss is through th
three-body recombination of ions with electrons mediated
the presence of neutral particles. In this highly collision
regime, the dense neutral particles make almost every c
sion between ions and electrons a three-body process, m
like collisions of two rocks in water in which the water mo
ecules always participate in the collisions. The ion loss r
is therefore (nesv te), with the recombination cross sections
about 10215 cm2, the electron-densityne about 1012 cm23,
and the electron thermal speedv te about 108 cm/sec. The
ion-recombination loss rate is therefore 105 sec21, much
smaller than the rate of ion loss to the wall (33106 sec21)
and, hence, can be ignored.

Meanwhile, replenishment of fresh ions is essential
maintaining the glow discharge. In the experiments the p
mas are discharged by the rf, where electrons are accele
by the rf and ionize the neutral particles upon colliding w
them. Therefore, the ion source must be proportional to
electron densityne , the neutral density, and the rf powe
The neutral particle density is much larger than the elect
density, and thus the neutral density is essentially unchan
and uniform. We therefore model the ion source asane .
Since the ion density is comparable to the electron dens
the replenishing ratea is expected to be of the same order
the loss rateb which makes the ion source just balance t
ion sink.

With these considerations, the ion density, after an av
age over the cross section of the annular dent, satisfies

]Ni

]t
1

]

]z
~Niv !5aNe2bNi . ~4!

Here, N[* dx'n/(p l'
2 ), the cross-section-averaged de

sity, andp l'
2 is the cross section of the annular dent.

To close the relations betweenv, Ne , Ni , andf, we need
to employ Poisson’s equation to address the space char

¹2f524pe~ni2ne!. ~5!
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The equation should be handled with care since this prob
is not entirely a one-dimensional problem. The actu
electric-field lines should usually not be along the annu
cavity but diverge away from the cavity into the plasm
chamber and electrode. Thus, the electric interactions wi
the annular dent arise primarily from the multipole intera
tions and are therefore essentially short ranged if the typ
length scale of charge distribution along the annulus is m
greater than the transverse dimension of the annular dent
may show this nature of short-range forces by the follow
considerations.

Consider a charged line with a certain pattern of cha
distributionp l'

2 eDN(z), whereDN[(Ni2Ne). Upon inte-
grating Eq.~5! over the cross section of the line, taking
Fourier transform forz and assuming axisymmetry, we fin
that

S 2pr
dfk

dr D U
0

l'

2k2E
0

l'
2pr dr fk524p2l'

2 eDNk .

~6!

Sincel' is a small length compared to the wavelength alo
the line k21, we may ignore the second term on the le
provided that the potentialfk is smooth and finite. Away
from the charged line, we found that Eq.~5! has no source
and becomes a Laplace equation. With the boundary co
tion that the electric field vanishes at infinity (r→`), the
solution to the Fourier-transformed~in z! Laplace equation is

fk5cK0~kr !, ~7!

whereK0 is the modified Bessel function andc is a constant.
Note that this solution is valid only withinl',r ,`, and
can be used to determine the radial electric field2dfk /dr
evaluated at the boundaryr 5 l' . Demanding that the
charged line has no surface charge, it follows that the ra
electric field must be continuous across the boundary,
the first term on the right-hand-side of Eq.~6! can therefore
be determined. We thus solve forfk evaluated atr 5 l' :

fk5S 2K0„e…

4e„dK0~e!/de…

D4p l'
2 eDNk[4pc0l'

2 eDNk , ~8!

where e[kl' and c0 is defined to be the quantity in th
brace. Whene!1, the modified Bessel’s functionK0(e)
→ ln(e) and, hence,c0→2 ln(e)/4, a positive definite quan
tity. Note that2ln~e! is very insensitive toe and, hence, can
be regarded as a constant with a value slightly above un
In the experiment, the wavenumberk ranges from 1 to
2 cm21 and l''0.15 cm, therefore, giving 0.15,e,0.3 and
justifying the smalle expansion. We may rewrite Eq.~8! as

f5~4pc0l'
2 e!~Ni2Ne! ~9!

in the real-space representation. Equation~9! thus becomes
the counterpart of Poisson’s equation given in Eq.~5! for a
line charge, where the nature of three-dimensional elec
fields have been accounted for. The fact that the poten
instead of the Laplacian of the potential, becomes prop
tional to the line charge demonstrates the short-range na
of electric forces within the line.
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57 4635NONLINEAR IONIZATION WAVES
The above example considers only the ideal case wh
the charged line is surrounded by a vaccum. In the real
periments, the charged annulus is surrounded by a ra
complicated environment. Nonetheless, the effects of
complication can be incorporated into the positive coeffici
c0 , which can only be determined by careful measureme
of the electric fields by experiments, though one can ass
a value of the same order as that estimated above.

Equations~2,3,4,9! can be combined to give a nonline
reaction-diffusion equation:

~ec1a!
]c

]t
2

]

]j
~ec1ac!

]c

]j
5~12g!ec2agc,

~10!

where c[ef/Te , t[at, j[zAmina/Te, g[b/a, and a
[c0

21(ld / l')2. Hereld is the Debye length defined by th
electron densityN0 in the background dark region, which
about a few times 108 cm23 in the experiments and, henc
ld;0.1 cm for the 3-eV electrons. Withe;0.2, one finds
that c052 ln(e)/4;0.4 if the system is assumed to be
ideal line in vaccum described above. Given thatl'
'0.15 cm, it follows thata;1.

At the steady states, we have]/]t50 and Eq.~10! can be
integrated once after multiplying both sides by (ec

1ac)(dc/dj). It yields

1
2 S dc

dj D 2

1U~c!50, ~11!

where

U~c![
1

3~ec1ac!2 S 2a2gc313a~122g!~c21!ec

1
3~12g!

2
e2c1ED , ~12!

whereE is the integration constant, a spontaneously gen
ated ‘‘order parameter’’ that turns out to serve as an appr
mate indicator of the system energy.

To determine the viable solutions, it suffices to exam
the structures ofU(c) as a function of the three paramete
a, g, andE. Any physical solution must have a finite rang
of c whereU(c),0. This requirement can only be fulfille
in some range of the two-parameter space (a,g). Typically,
the trend is such that whena decreasesg must approach
unity from below. Wheng assumes values larger than unit
corresponding to smaller ionization rates than the loss ra
no physical solution may exist.

Shown in Fig. 1 are the three typicalU(c)’s in the neigh-
borhood of the parameter regimes producing the obse
nonlinear wave trains in experiments. These cases co
spond to the parameters~a! (a,g,E)5(1,0.8,22.225), ~b!
~1,0.92,20.5!, and ~c! ~1,0.92,22.562!. Figure 2 shows the
respective solutions forNe /Nmin ~dashed lines! andNi /Nmin
~solid lines!, whereNmin is the minimum electron density o
the wave pattern. Although the ion- and electron-density p
files are almost identical, the plasma is actually slightly no
neutral, biased against electrons, and exhibiting an ove
positive plasma potential. This charge asymmetry res
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from the fact that ions are subject to severe neutral dra
whereas electrons are less so. Also note that at loweg
~higher neutral pressure!, the density contrast of the ionize
plasma is significantly reduced, due primarily to an increa
in the background plasma density.

In the experiments@7#, it has been found that as the ne
tral gas pressure increases, the mode number of the w
trains increases in a stepwise fashion, a fact simply reflec

FIG. 1. Pseudo-potentialsU(c) that yield the corresponding
plasma densities shown in Fig. 2. The three curves are for the
mensionless parameters (a,g,E) are~a! ~1,0.8,22.225!, ~b! ~1,0.92,
20.5!, and~c! ~1,0.92,22.562!.

FIG. 2. Electron~dashed lines! and ion ~solid lines! densities
normalized to the minimum electron densities for the parame
given in Fig. 1. The lengthz ~in cm! represents the actual exper
mental setup@7# for cases~a!, ~b!, and ~c! of Fig. 1, where the
dimensionless parameterg50.92 corresponds approximately to 50
mtorr neutral pressure in the experiment andg50.8 corresponds to
600 mtorr.
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4636 57TZIHONG CHIUEH AND DAVID M. T. KUO
the discrete nature of mode numbers around the annulus.
mode number increases fromm58 at a pressure of 500
mtorr to m511 at 600 mtorr, where the diffusion lengt
(}n21/2) decreases by a factor of 1.1 but the wavelen
decreases by a factor of 1.4, indicating that a certain kind
dynamical mode selection is in operation. It has also b
found in the experiments that the ionization waves exh
hysteresis. The high-m mode (m511) can survive as one
reduces the neutral gas pressure after the pressure is ini
increased. This high-m mode is a metastable mode an
should have a higher energy than the low-m mode at the
same pressure.

As the experiment rapidly quenches only a single para
eter~the pressure of neutral argon which is inversely prop
tional to the parameterg!, one observes that the nonline
waves assume the metastable states. To address the iss
hysteresis from the perspective of this theoretical model,
essential to note that Eq.~10! in fact contains two indepen
dent parameters,g andE, which permit the system to be a
different states even when one of the two parameters
sumes the same value. The parameterE is in fact an inter-
nally generated parameter, not externally controllable, an
arises in accordance with some internal dynamics of the
tem whereby the imprints of the past evolution are record
How the imprints can get recorded inE is beyond the scope
of this work, which deals only with the steady states. So
hints can, nevertheless, be provided by the following con
erations.

The range in the (g,E) space, where the solutions exist,
indicated by the region in Fig. 3 that is bounded byD2 , D1 ,
and theg51 axis. The fact that the hysteresis follows a p
ticular path in the permissible region must imply that the t

FIG. 3. The phase diagram in the (E,g) space. The permissible
region where the nonlinear ionization waves exist is bounded by
curvesD2 , D1 and theg51 axis. The actual trajectory observed
the experiment is, on the average, along the path fromc, a to b,
whose detailed solutions are given in Fig. 2. The schematic plot
the long- and short-dashed lines represents two families of cur
G(E,g)5Ca andH(E,g)5Cb , respectively, along which the ex
perimental trajectories are expected to follow.
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parametersg andE are dynamically related; that is,E can be
expressed as a functionE(g). Moreover, due to the presenc
of the hysteresis,E(g) should be a double-valued function
That is, there exist a stable branch ofE(g) and a metastable
branch ofE(g). The two types of solutions in the (E,g)
space trace two families of lines.~In Fig. 3, we qualitatively
sketch the anticipated two families of different dashed lin
simply for the purpose of illustration.! The trajectory origi-
nally moves along a line in the stable familyG(g,E)5Ca
~long-dashed lines!, and when the system is rapidly depre
surized, it switches to the metastable familyH(g,E)5Cb
~short-dashed lines! on entering the hysteresis phase, whe
Ca andCb are constants. The constantsCa andCb may need
to take discrete values; this issue will be discussed at the
of this paper. Although it is not yet understood what det
mines the functional forms ofG(g,E) andH(g,E), with the
aid of the only path in the published experimental data,
may nevertheless construct the trajectory of this path in
(g,E) phase space, with the hope that when more exp
mental data become available, these functions can be fi
experimentally.

Among the stable family of linesG(g,E)5const, when
the plasma in the experiments is initially turned on, it alwa
chooses to follow a particular path@from ~c! to ~a! in Fig. 3#
as the system pressure is increased. This particular path
near the bottom boundary of the permissible region in Fig
indicative of a very stable path along whichE assumes a
value near that which is minimally allowable for a give
neutral density, org. During the phase of increasing pre
sure, or decreasingg @from ~c! to ~a!#, we find it necessary to
increaseE in order for the mode number to increase as o
served in the experiments. Figure 2 shows the compar
between them58 ~c! andm511 ~a! modes at different neu
tral pressures. Since the changes of mode number mus
discrete due to the periodic boundary condition, the act
trajectory has jumps and does not exactly coincide with
averaged path shown in Fig. 3. In fact, in between two jum
in the mode number, the value ofE needs to increase at
larger rate than the average rate and the wave profile
comes broadened. At the jumps to the higher mode numb
the value ofE is suddenly reduced by a finite amount and t
waves resume sharp profiles. These processes sugges
the energy is being built up in between the jumps and s
denly released at the jumps. On the return path into the m
stable regime when the neutral pressure is reduced or
value of g is increased@from ~a! to ~b!#, we find thatE
decreases, but at a slightly smaller rate than that in the
ward path in order to keep the same high mode numb
Upon comparing the profiles of the ionized plasma for t
stable low-m mode~c! and the metastable high-m mode~b!
at the same neutral pressure, we find that the density con
is significantly reduced for the metastable modes. Figur
also shows such a comparison. The metastable high-m mode
~b! survives until the neutral pressure becomes so low tha
must make a transition to a low-m mode; at this point,E
decreases suddenly. Figure 3 plots the trajectory of the h
teresis described above in the (g,E) parameter space.

To summarize, we have constructed a simple model,
corporating the ambipolar diffusion, wall losses, and ioniz
tion, to explain the nonlinear ionization wave patterns o
served in experiments@7#. We consider the plasma dynamic
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57 4637NONLINEAR IONIZATION WAVES
to be one-dimensional by properly taking into considerat
the three-dimensional nature of the electric fields. It is fou
that this model contains an internally generated order par
eter E. Even with the same experimentally controllable p
rameters, the ionization waves can assume differentE’s gov-
erned by some yet-to-be-understood mechanisms.
spontaneously generated order parameterE adds an extra
degree of freedom to the system and makes it possible fo
plasmas to exhibit hysteresis.

Of particular interest among the results of this work a
the trajectories of hysteresis in the phase diagram. Hyste
is known to be associated with the local minima in so
form of energy landscapes. The unknown functio
G(E,g)5Ca andH(E,g)5Cb shown in Fig. 3 are the ex
pected trajectories of the local-energy minima, whereG
5Ca traces the stable branch andH5Cb traces the meta
stable branch. In the experiments@7#, it was found that the
system tends not only to follow the stable branchesG5Ca
but also to follow the most stable branch that connectsc and
a, along whichE assumes the minimally allowable value f
a giveng.

However, in a two-dimensional phase space it is diffic
to conceive how it is possible to support an energy landsc
that has local minima on two continuous families of curv
unless the two families of curves are not continuous andCa
andCb assume discrete values. The fact that the experim
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always observe the plasma to follow the minimum-E curve
of the stable familyG(E,g)5Ca may have resulted from the
discrete nature ofCa . It is only up to the future experiment
which look into the details of the phase trajectories to t
whetherCb also takes discrete values. If so, we expect t
when the neutral gas is depressurized in the experiment
trajectory along the stable familyG(E,g)5Ca will first
trace back along the original path; it is only at some spec
discrete values of neutral pressure that the system can
denly switch to the metastable stateH(E,g)5Cb . The ori-
gin of these expected discrete-energy minima should h
little to do with the periodicity of the boundary, but refle
the genuine nature of the energy landscapes in the t
dimensional phase space. If this expected finding is c
firmed by experiment, it will certainly reveal a new par
digm, with which one may gain deeper insights into t
nature of hysteresis.
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